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Introduction

Recently, the Florida State University iSchool social media has been questioned as it expands and 
becomes a prominent school on the FSU campus.

The FSU Social Media Lab (SoMeLab) was tasked with auditing the tier 1 iSchools in the United 
States to see what social media platforms each iSchool is currently using, in addition to their 
follower counts, average engagement levels, general content and copy styles.

The following presentation outlines what we discovered in our audit.



Summary
Overall, we discovered that most iSchool social media presences are not great.

■ Engagements across the board are low and content is generic and boring. 

Using the information included in this report, we will be able to build our brand up from the ground and establish 
something that will be a benchmark for other iSchools. 

A few things I noticed that should be noted:
– None of these iSchool’s have separate social profiles for individual majors
– Consolidating to strengthen is a very good idea
– YouTube isn’t effective unless it’s very strong, properly organized and aesthetically sound
– iSchool Instagrams are generally a waste of energy 
– LinkedIn pages and/or groups are important for networking purposes and I feel they are essential
– If content is king, copy and voice are the sister queens
– Relevance can make or break profiles



Method

For each tier 1 iSchool, we researched and discovered:
– What platforms each iSchool can be found on
– All additional profiles beyond the core platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, YouTube)
– Average engagement levels
– What types of content each profile held
– General aesthetic pointers

Each subsection of the External Audit Details section identifies things each iSchool social presence does well and 
different tips and pointers on things we believe the FSU iSchool should try to implement. 



THE EXTERNAL 
AUDIT



Tips/Pointers
■ Vary content as much as possible
– Draw from a variety of sources (including sources non-affiliated with the University)
– Having too much of any type of content isn’t good
– Crowdsource content from iSchool students’ accounts

■ Run campaigns to promote the good the iSchool does
– Faculty Features (possibly YouTube interviews) are generally popular

■ Design the page to be inviting and friendly
– Brand not only the page but the content as well; boast that garnet and gold whenever possible (it’s 

noticeable when done properly) 

■ Use a friendly, inspiring and relevant voice

■ Unless Instagram features professional-looking photographs and coverage, it is generally a waste of 
energy

■ LinkedIn is very important



THE INTERNAL AUDIT



Summary of findings
The current state of the Florida State University iSchool is as follows:
– Consolidate the pages!
o The schools audited all have one main page for the school as a whole
o We currently have different pages for different majors.

Other things that should be noted from the internal audit:
– Our engagement levels are on par with the remainder of the tier 1 iSchools
– Our content is very similar to the content found on other tier 1 iSchools
o Though, we could definitely use significantly stronger graphics
– The FSU iSchool’s aesthetic lacks considerably when compared to the others
– We do not have a LinkedIn profile for the FSU iSchool; all but three of the other tier 1 iSchools do



RECOMMENDATIONS



A piece on the logo



Proposed visual rebrand

All other Tier 1 
iSchools social 
branding boasts 
images of the each 
iSchool’s respective 
building.



Consolidation

The proposed consolidation is to merge any profile attached to the iSchool onto one account and leave Facebook 
groups for the majors.
– By consolidating the accounts, these are how the iSchool’s profiles would add up:
o Considering overlap, Facebook could jump from its current 736 to 1,286
o Twitter could jump from 1,024 to 1,224
o YouTube could be up from 39 to over 600.
• To note something about YouTube, it appears the FSU iSchool’s main YouTube channel is not the one we’re using; 

this should be looked into.

If we consolidated all the iSchool accounts into one:
– Facebook would reach our goals of being on level with UT Austin 
– (UT Austin: 1,250, FSU iSchool projected: 1,286)



Other recommendations

Other recommendations from the internal audit:
– Although CCI FSU has a LinkedIn page, the iSchool should have one as well. 
■ Even if it’s not updated frequently, being able to tag the actual school you’re going to and having 

that set up as a reference point is nice.
– Revamp the overall aesthetic of our profile to compare to our tier 1 peers
– The FSU iSchool should heavily consider changing its logo to be taken more seriously as Florida’s 

iSchool
– We should aim to provide more varied content
o Include articles from third parties and a wider variety of different types of posts
o This is based on what I found on the other iSchools’ profiles 



Moving forward/Next steps

ü Recreate logo

q Consolidate and merge accounts

ü Redesign social media profiles (header images and logos)

q Create content using insights uncovered from other iSchool social profiles

q Celebrate a new iSchool brand with a launch party in Shores


